15" x 20" Pnenumatic Heat Press Machine with Double Working
Tables
Item Code: HTM-380-2QTHB

FOB Price:

$1,331/set

Mini Order:

1 set

Shipping Weight:
Average Rating:

242.0lb (110kg)

Inquire Now

Overview
. Pneumatic pattern, automatically type.
. Two working tables for a highefficacy.
. Digital control with SCM program ensures the high precision and sensitivity of the machine.
. There is an automatic counter that will alarm when the temperature goes higher than it was set.
. Changing the spare parts is available when its necessary.
. Adopting advanced technology and good selection of materials can create a superior effect.
. This heat press machine needs an air pump to work, and at high speed it will generate some noise. This machine is suitable
for line works.
Descriptions:
The Pneumatic heat transfer is a high efficiently machine that has an innovating structure with fine workmanship. It is made of excellent
materials that make it durable. It has two working tables that will improve the efficiency of the work.
It's widely used for t-shirts, pants, cloth, metal sheet, etc.
Notice: There are different colors for the case of the machine; you can select the one you prefer as long as we have them on stock. You
can order the color of the machine, with a waiting time to get it completed. You can customize the color of the machine with an extra cost
and a large order.
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This Pneumatic Heat Transfer Machine is a kind of
high efficient machine with
smart structure. It has fine
CE
workmanship made of good material. It
2500W
15"×20" (380×500mm)
Single Function
Others
Automatic

Double Working Tables

Working Table

Specifications

Essential parameter
Working Size
15.0"×15.0"
(38×38cm)
15.0"×20"
(38×50cm)

Voltage

Power

Tem.Range

Time Range

Packing Size

N.W.

G.W.

165.3lb

180.8lb

(75kg)

(82kg)

43.3"×28.7"×2.3

211.6lb

242.5lb

(110×73×58cm)

(96kg)

(110kg)

36.6"×28.7"×
110V/220V

2200W

0-399°C

0-999sec

22.8"
(93×73×58cm)

110V/220V

2500W

0-399°C

0-999sec
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QA

Q

How would I set the CLOCK on this machine?

1. Switch on the machine, initializing for a few seconds. 2. The panel shows the real temperature and pre-set

A

temperature. 3. Press (not hold down) SET, shows SH, then press SET again, shows ST, press UP and DOWN to
set the time. After a while, press SET to return to standard readout.
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